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The Dating of Plato's Ion 
John D. Moore 

THE SMALL DIALOGUE called Ion has provoked more than its share 
of bewilderment, embarrassment and outrage. Goethe found 
its representation of poetry so unsympathetic that he called it 

Heine offenbare Persiflage," and claimed that "mit der Poesie hat das 
ganze Gesprach nichts zu thun."l Schleiermacher thought it either a 
puzzling early work or spurious or perhaps an early sketch by plato 
later reworked by a student.2 Ast and Ritter pronounced it spurious, 
as did Wilamowitz for many years.s When Wilamowitz ultimately 
changed his mind, he still judged it a poor and puzzling piece of 
work, an intolerant satire more than a dialogue. He found Socrates' 
lecturing inconsistent with the question-and-answer technique of the 
early dialogues; he considered it the earliest of the dialogues, one of 
three written during Socrates' lifetime. Plato's intolerance towards 
poetry resulted then from his recent conversion by Socrates from 
poetry to philosophy.4 

In general those scholars who accept the Ion as genuine agree in 
placing it among the first of Plato's writings.s But together with its 

1 Goethe was outraged by F. Stolberg's "Vorrede" to his 1795 translation of Ion and some 
other dialogues. He responded with two delightful letters to Schiller, another to von 
Humboldt, and his only essay on a Platonic dialogue, "Plato als Mitgenosse einer christ
lichen Offenbarung" (1796) (ed. Weimar I 41 2, 169); all are collected by E. Grumach, 
Goethe und die Antike (Berlin 1949) 75S-62. Most of Goethe's comments on the strange 
Aristophanic character of the Ion were repeated by Wilamowitz (infra n.4). Goethe's views 
and their importance for xvrn and XIX-century critics of the Ion are well discussed by 
H. Flashar, Der Dialog Ion als Zeugnis platonischer Philosophie (AkadBerlin, Schr. 14, Berlin 
1958) 1-3 [henceforth: FLASHAR]. However much they may differ from him on individual 
points, all students of the Ion will benefit from Flashar's thorough and well-documented 
study. 

8 F. Schleiermacher, Platons Werke 1.2 (lS04) 262-66; in the "Zusaz" to the second ed. 
(ISIS) p.267, Schleiermacher agreed with Bekker's judgement that Ion is spurious. 

8 Full references to these and other doubters in J. Geffcken, Griechische Literaturgeschichte 
II (Heidelberg 1934) 47, Anm. pp.38-39 n.5S, and Flashar 5-S. Notable among skeptics of 
Ion are E. Zeller, Plato and the Older Academy (London/New York 1888) 86, and recently 
R. Pfeiffer, History of Classical Scholarship (Oxford 1968) 55 n.4. 

, Platon I (Berlin 1919) 129-33, II (1920) 32-46. For Wilamowitz's earlier rejection of Ion, 
see e.g. Aristoteles und Athen I (Berlin 1893) 188 n.4, Hermes 44 (1909) 458 (= Kl. Schr. IV 236). 

Ii See e.g. W. Janell, "Quaestiones Platonicae," NJbb Suppl. 26 (1901) 324-36; H. von 
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"youthful imperfections" the Ion shares with more mature works a 
surprising number of important Platonic themes or thought-patterns. 
Notable among these are (a) several passages in which 'Tlxv'Y} and 
J7nC'T~fL'Y} are contrasted with skill acquired 8El~ fLolp~ (Ion 533D, 
534B-C, 535A4, 536c,D, 542A; cf Meno 99B, 100B, Phdr. 244-45, 265B), 
(b) the linking together of poets and seers as divinely inspired inter
preters (Ion 534c-D; Meno 99B-1 OOA; Phdr. 244-45 A, etc. ), (c) the division 
of human activities into distinct'Tlxvat for purposes of evaluation and 
classification (Ion 532c-533A, etc.; Prtg. 312cff; Grg. 448ff; Resp. passim; 
and most later dialogues), (d) the distinction between poetic and 
practical activity (Ion 54004-5410; Resp. 600c-0) and between poetic/ 
rhetorical skill and substantive bnc'TfifLat / 'Tlxvat (Ion 536B-541B; 
Prtg. 312cff; Grg. 448ff; etc.).6 Some of these coincidences result no 
doubt from the fact that Ion is devoted to a recurrent Platonic subject, 
i.e. poetry, or the interpretation and use of poetry. Even so, Plato's 
method of discussion and his choice of topics and devices seem both 
wide-ranging and sophisticated for a dialogue placed first in the corpus 
and generally considered a rather poor beginner's effort at that. 

It is not surprising, then, that the question of Ion's authenticity, 
dormant for a time, has once more arisen. J. Moreau found the com
pendium of developed Platonic themes in Ion incompatible with its 
early date; he also noted that unlike other early dialogues it is not 
aporetic-Socrates contributes speeches on £vOovCtacp,6c which dispel 
his interlocutor's &7Topla, in the manner of later dialogues. Moreau 
concludes that Ion was compiled by a student of Plato who used the 
lvOovctacp,6c passages of the Phaedrus as his starting point.7 More 

Arnim. "Sprachliche Forschungen." SBWien 169.3 (1912) 234; H. Raeder. Platons philoso
phische Entwickelung (Leipzig 1905) 92; L. Meridier. ed. Platon: Oeuvres completes V.l (Bude, 
Paris 1931) 26-28 [henceforth: MBRIDmR]; P. Friedlander. Plato ill (London 1969) 451, 456. 
Cf H. Thesleff. Studies in the Styles of Plato (ActaFenn 20. Helsinki 1967) 19 n.2. 

Some exceptions are St. G. Stock. The Ion of Plato (Oxford 1909) x-xi (after Resp.); 
M. Pohlenz. Aus Platens Werdezeit (Berlin 1913) 186-89 (contemporary with Meno); A. Dies. 
Autour de Platon (paris 1927) 287 (contemporary with Resp.); E. Wyller. "Platons Ion." 
SymbOslo 34 (1958) 38 (contemporary with Grg .• Meno); L. Stefanini. Platone II (padova 1949) 
113-18 (after Meno); P. Vicaire. Platen: Critique littb-aire (paris 1960) 10,31.33 (after Meno). 

• This list is given only exempli gratia; it does not pretend to exhaust either recurrent 
themes present in Ion or passages in middle and later dialogues where such themes recur. 
Some of the above (and some additional ones) have been noted and discussed by others; 
see the next two footnotes. and esp. Flashar 26-95. 101-39 passim; P. Shorey, What Plato 
Said (Chicago 1933) 96-99. 476-77. On the close parallels with Xenophon's Symposium see 
e.g. Wilamowitz, P!aton II 34-35, who finds the relative chronology impossible to determine. 

7 J. Moreau, "Les themes platoniciennes de I'lon," REG S2 (1939) 419-28; in response 
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recently, H. Dille was puzzled and disturbed by the strange com
bination in Ion of mature Platonic content and crucial omissions 
where that content would lead us to expect more (e.g. the lack of 
reference to p.tp.'YJc£c where the discussion in Ion otherwise closely 
approximates the mimetic classification found in Republic 2 and 10). 

To reconcile these discrepancies and to account for several allusions 
to events contemporary with Plato's youth, Diller inclines to revive 
Schleiermacher's alternative position-viz., that Ion is an early, in
complete sketch of a dialogue begun by Plato and ultimately com
pleted by a student.s Neither Moreau nor Diller found anything 
spurious in the thought of the Ion-it is the composition of the whole 
which is suspect, the unlikely juxtaposition of the youthful and 
mature. In each case the contents of Ion are approved and retained 
while their container is judged faulty and rejected. 

But without a dialogue to contain them, a formless heap of deriva
tive Platonic thoughts cannot be estimated or interpreted. If the 
whole is but a patchwork quilt of Platonic remnants, how are we to 
judge whether Plato meant to criticize poetry,9 or the interpretation 
of poetry,lo or whether his theme was €VOoVCtctCP.bC, or some variation 
on any or all of these?l1 To the problems raised by Moreau, H. Flashar 
has proposed an interesting if somewhat bold solution.12 He affirms 
that Ion is authentic, dates it early as probably the first of Plato's 
dialogues, and explains its abundance of mature views by seeing in it 
the germ of what were to become Plato's central doctrines. In the 

W. J. Verdenius wrote his important and influential interpretation of the dialogue: "L'Ion 
de Platon," Mnenwsyne SER.ill 11 (1943) 233-62. 

8 H. Diller, "Probleme des platonischen Ion," Hennes 83 (1955) 171-86. E. Wyller's 
article, op.cit. (supra n.5) is, in part, a reply to Diller. 

• Herodicus of Babylon (apud Athen. 506A) thought that "in the Ion plato maligns 1TUVTClC 

TOlk 1TO'TJTUC." See also Goethe, op.cit. (supra n.l), and Wilamowitz, Platon 1132, who do not 
take Ion seriously. But cf. Meridier 14-16; Friedlander, op.cit. (supra n.5) II 132-36; J. Geft"
eken, op.cit. (supra n.3) 48. 

10 See e.g. R. C. Collingwood, "Plato's Philosophy of Art," Mind 34 (1925) 165, and esp. 
W. J. Verdenius, op.cit. (supra n.7). 

11 For a survey of some recent suggestions, see H. Cherniss, "Plato 1950-1957," Lustrum 4 
(1959) 101--03, to which add now E. Wyller, op.cit. (supra n.5), and E. N. Tigerstedt, Plato's 
Idea of Poetical Inspiration (CommFenn 44.2, Helsinki 1969) 13-29, a lively and valuable 
analysis of Ion and representative views upon it. 

11 In its earlier version with the same title: Der Dialog Ion als Zeugnis platonischer Philoso
phie (Diss. Tiibingen 1954), Flashar's work preceded and apparently gave impetus to 
Diller's article. Diller read the typewritten dissertation before its subsequent publication as 
a monograph; see Diller, op.cit. (supra n.8) 173. Flashar then referred to Diller in his 
published version. 
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relation between €vOOVC£CXCf.£0C and €1nCT1]f.£'1] / T€XV7J Flashar finds a 
youthful Platonic insight which forms, as his title indicates, a pre
cocious HZeugnis platonischer Philosophie," various points of which 
would be gradually refined in many subsequent dialogues.13 Cer
tainly Flashar's analysis has affirmed the significance of the dialogue's 
content. Though he may overstress the direct connection of many 
passages in Ion with more or less parallel passages in later dialogues, 
Flashar has established that there is a relation of some kind between 
Socrates' puzzling treatment of an idiotic rhapsode and certain vital 
distinctions plato draws between the knowledge of philosophers, 
prophets and craftsmen. 

Ion's virtual isolation14 as the first of Plato's writings could explain 
its formal nonconformity with other early dialogues as well as its 
imperfections; the accident of seminal subject-matter could account 
for its apparent maturity. It hardly needs to be pointed out that 
Flashar reads a great deal into the Ion, and finds therein a very pre
cociously developed, unitarian portrait of the youthful Plato. This is 
not a portrait that all Platonists will accept.15 And despite important 
modification, the designation of the Ion as an initial 'Zeugnis' is 
somewhat reminiscent of Schleiermacher's long-discredited designa
tion of Phaedrus as an initial Programmschrift of Plato's philosophy. 
Nor does the accident of subject-matter account satisfactorily for 
Ion's mature methodological techniques (e.g. the classification of 
mimetic T€XVcn)16 or its repeated emphasis on certain themes (e.g. 
O€ta f.£o'ipa) which are striking in such dialogues as Gorgias, Meno, 
Republic and Phaedrus. As long as we accept an extremely early date 
for the Ion, the problems raised by Moreau and Diller are likely to 
remain unsolved; and the purpose and meaning of this strange little 
dialogue is likely to remain elusive. 

As a preliminary to a reassessment of Ion's significance and place 
within the Platonic corpus, I propose now to examine the reasons for 
dating it so problematically early in Plato's career. 

18 Flashar, op.cit. (supra n.I); for dating see esp. 96-105; on the "Zeugnis" theory, esp. 
94-95, 104-05, ch. II passim, esp. 133-39. 

It Flashar (103) associates Ion closely with Hp.Mi.; cf. Janell, loc.cit. (supra noS), Meridier 
26-27. It is interesting that Arnim dated Hp.Mi. conSiderably later. 

16 For various criticisms see Diller, op.cit. (supra n.8) 173; reviews ofFlashar by H. Baldry, 
CR N.S. 10 (1960) 113-15; H. Koller, Gnomon 36 (1964) 654-58; also Tigerstedt, Zoe.cit. (supra 
n.ll). 

16 See Diller, op.cit. (supra n.8) 180-81, 186. 
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I 
On the chronology of Ion the stylometrists have little to offer: 

Ritter found its style unplatonic and banished it from the corpus; 
Arnim discovered that its style resembles only the Protagoras, which 
he considered Plato's first work; Janell judged it similar in style and 
form to Hippias Minor, and dated both among Plato's earliest worksP 
The disagreement among stylometrists is hardly surprising, since 
their methods are admittedly capable of yielding only broad dis
tinctions. Besides, in measuring a small dialogue of somewhat un
usual form their sparse statistical counts of more or less justifiable 
criteria can produce no scientifically viable result.Is 

The principal subjective reasons, I suspect, for placing the Ion as 
early as possible are these: (1) it is thought to be poorly constructed, 
and hence unworthy of Plato's mature achievements; (2) its extrava
gant caricature and farcical argument are not characteristic of Plato's 
mature work; (3) it is a small work, and small works tend to precede 
larger ones; (4) it is a nasty attack on poetry which can best be ignored 
by attributing it to Plato's youth.I9 The last assumption is the crucial 
one, although it involves a view of the dialogue's purpose which I, 
with many scholars, do not share; in any case, where on this basis 
would we place Republic 2 and 1O? The remaining assumptions are 
either doubtful, false, or beg the question. 

II 
We come now to the only objective reason given for dating the Ion 

among Plato's earliest works. The dialogue contains three references 
which, taken in combination, are thought to suggest a dramatic date 
of 394-391 B.C. Since the referents in each case are of ephemeral 
significance it has been alleged that the Ion was written in the same 

17 C. Ritter, Untersuchungen fiber Platon (Stuttgart 1888) 15-16, 95ff. H. von Arnim, loc.cit. 
(supra n.5). W. Janell, loc.cit. (supra n.5); with the latter cf Meridier 26-27. 

18 On the limitations of stylometry applied to small dialogues, see the otherwise extreme 
views of W. Lutoslawski, The Origin and Growth of Plato's Logic (London 1905) 194, for its 
general limitations: P. Kretschmer, Glotta20 (1932) 232; J. Geffcken,op. cit. (supran. 3) Anm. 
p.139; D. J. Allan, Plato: Republic, Book IS (London 1953) vi-vii. 

19 Most of these assumptions are widespread: see, e.g. Wilamowitz, Platon I 129-32, II 36; 
Janell, op.cit. (supra n.5) 333; and cf. Meridier 27. Assumption 3 is difficult to pin down 
precisely, but see e.g. Lutoslawski, loc.cit. (supra n.18). Mostly it seems an implied and 
probably unconscious assumption. 
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year as it was dramatically dated. Allowing for a decent interval after 
Socrates' death in 399, it has seemed reasonable to suppose that Plato 
began writing ca 395, and that he may then have begun with the 
Ion.2o Let us first set forth the evidence and reasoning upon which 
these conclusions are based, and then subject them to a critical 
examination. For convenience of reference I designate the three 
pieces of internal evidence with alphabetic symbols: 

A. Ion 541c3-5. (Since Ion, as the best of rhapsodes, knows Homer 
thoroughly, he claims that he could be equally successful as a CTpa
T11y6c. In answer to Socrates' question-why, then, does he travel about 
as a rhapsode when there is great need among the Hellenes for 

I h li)"" 1 .,. n 1 1\" • , genera s- e rep es: 11 J.l.EV yap 11J.1.ETEpa. w ~WKpaTEC. 1TOI\£C apXETat V1TO 
r..... \ A' ,~\ ~ "'"' .... f ~\ r , , f VJ.l.WV Kat CTpaT11YEtTat Kat OVOEV OEtTat CTpaT11YOV. 11 OE VJ.l.ETEpa Ka" 11 
A ~ , ,,,"\ " , , "8' , aKEoatJ.l.0Vf,WV OVK av J.l.E EI\OLTO CTpaT11YOV' aVTOt yap OtEC E "Kavo, 
Elva,. 

Ion's city is Ephesos (530A2); hence the dialogue is supposed to 
occur at a time during which Ephesos aPXETa, V1TO TWV 'A811vatwv and 
its military forces are commanded by Athenians. This would be true: 
(1) during the Peloponnesian War (Thuc. 4.50) until shortly before 
the general Ionian revolt from Athens in 41221 (Thuc. 8.14ff); and 
(2) in the years 394-391 when Ephesos, together with Rhodes, Samos, 
Knidos and Iasos supposedly formed a defensive alliance friendly to 
Athens.22 

B. Ion 541c7-D4. (Socrates responds to Ion's excellent reply by 
naming three foreigners whom the Athenians have employed as 

10 Flashar 100-01, 104, and further references infra. 
11 Some scholars (e.g. Flashar 98, Meridier 23) set 415 as terminus ad quem for Athenian 

rule, apparently on the basis that "Die Ephesier schicken keine Schiffe den Athenem zur 
Hilfe nach Sikilien" (Burchner, "Ephesos," RE 5 [1905] 2790). But Ephesos was, unlike 
Chios, one of those tribute-paying subjects which did not provide ships (Thuc. 7.85.2, 57.4; 
ef. Dover's comments ad loee. in Gomme, Andrewes, Dover, Historical Commentary on 
Thucydides IV [Oxford 1970]). It seems likelier that Ephesos first revolted in the general 
Ionian uprising of 412; if. e.g. W. S. Ferguson in CAH V 314, and ATL I 277, 1180. 

II See Meridier 23, Flashar 98; both rely upon Burchner, op.cit. (supra n.21) 2791. The 
evidence for this maritime alliance is a series of coins from various cities stamped on the 
obverse with an infant Herakles strangling snakes and the legend EYN[}uxxtK6v]. See e.g. 
G. F. Hill. Historical Greek Coins (London 1955) 157-58. According to the interpretation of 
W. Judeich. Kleinasiatische Studien (Marburg 1892) 80 and n.2. it was a Bund "der als Ganzes 
wohl mit Athen in freundschaftliche Beziehung trat. aber die neuerrungene Freiheit und 
Selbststandigkeit in vollem Umfange geniessen wollte." For recent controversy, see nn.40, 
41 infra. 
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generals:) First is Apollodoros of Kyzikos, OV 'A 07JvaLo £ 7ToMaK£c 
• - ,.. l:. ,,, , '" 0 ' '''.4 ~ , E:aVTWV CTpaT7JYOV T1P7JvTa£ ~ E:VOV OVTa' Ka£ 'Pavoe E:V7J TOV ~VOp£OV Ka£ 
<R \ I~ 'K" r I ""~. I, l:. ' " ,~t.' paKI\E£OTjV TOV l\ar:,OJ.1,EVtOV, ove TjUE: 7J 7TOl\te ~ EVOVC OVTac, E:VUE:t~ aJ.1,E-

rI "c \. ' , I " I,." 3rt \ \. ' , " vove OTt a~£Ot I\oyov EKt, Kat EK eTpaT7JytaC Ka£ EtC Tae al\l\ae apxae aYE:£' 

"!wva 0' apa TOV 'EcPfCWV OUX alp~C€Ta, CTpaTT}yOV Kat TtJL*H, faV OOKfj 
a~£Oc AOYOV Etvat; 

Since other mentions of Apollodorus-by Aelian (VH 14.5) and 
Athenaeus (11.506)-derive from Ion 541, this passage contains all we 
know about the man. Phanosthenes of Andros has been identified as a 
commander sent out to replace Konon in 408/7 (Xen. Hell. 1.5.18); it 
is assumed that he was granted Athenian citizenship at some point 
before that command.23 

The key figure for our purposes is Herakleides of Klazomenae. 
Apart from this passage, he is known to us definitely by a mention in 
Aristotle and conjecturally by a decree granting certain privileges to a 
Herakleides whose ethnic is missing: (1) At Ath.Pol. 41.3 we learn that 
after Agyrrios had instituted pay of one obol for assembly attendance, 
Herakleides <> KAa~ofLEv£Oe raised it to two obols, and Agyrrios outdid 
him by raising it again to three obols. Since the institution of as
sembly pay postdates the restoration of the democracy, these events 
probably occurred in the mid-nineties of the fourth century
certainly before 392 (cf Ar. Bcd. 102 schol., 183, 380). Obviously 
Herakleides had become an Athenian citizen at some time before his 
emergence in assembly debate. (2) In IG ll2 8 (= SIG3 118, Meiggs
Lewis 70) a certain Herakleides is granted the status of 7TpO~E:VOC and 
E:VepY€T7Jc and the privileges of aT€AE:ta and lYKT7]CtC for services 
rendered (apparently) to an Athenian embassy to a king. According 
to its lettering the inscription seems to have been cut early in the 
fourth century (Kirchner, IG 112 8). P. Foucart in the editio princeps 
(BCH 12 [1888] 163-69) identified the man as Herakleides of Byzantium 
(cf Dem. 20.58ff) and the event as the King's Peace (387/6). But 
U. Kohler identified the man as Herakleides of Klazomenae and the 
event as the Peace which he dated 423.24 Kohler's identification has 

23 See A. E. Raubitschek, "Phanosthenes," RE 19 (1938) 1786; B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 14 
(1945) 129-30; SEG X 131. But E. Meyer, Forschungen zur aZten Geschichte (Halle 1899) II 
174-75, had thought Phanosthenes received citizenship ca 403 with the group of Andrians 
mentioned by Andoc. 1.149; cf n.53 infra. 

24 U. Kohler, "Herakleides der Klazomenier," Hermes 27 (1892) 68-78 [henceforth: 
KOHLER]. He thought an original 5th-cent. decree had been destroyed by the Thirty and 
later recut as our extant 4th-cent. inscription. 
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been accepted without much question until recently.25 In any case, 
at the top of this stone traces remain of another inscription: Kohler 
hypothesized that the lost inscription was a decree granting Athenian 
citizenship to Herakleides, that an earlier decree of 424/3 had been 
recut beneath the new one, that Herakleides was granted citizenship 
for services rendered to the democratic exiles-hence, shortly after 
the restoration of 403. Dittenberger (SIG3 118: "paulo post 403") 
accepts this hypothesis as well as Kohler's restoration of two non
existent lines which would connect the two inscriptions.26 

In summary then we know that Herakleides of Klazomenae was 
a politically active, democratically inclined Athenian citizen by the 
mid-nineties of the fourth century. If we accept Kohler's identification 
of this man with the Herakleides of IG ll2 8, we assume that he had 
been rewarded for valuable services performed ca 424/3. If we accept 
Kohler's other hypotheses about the lost inscription, we can suppose 
that Herakleides became an Athenian citizen shortly after 403, a date 
which would then serve as terminus post quem for his election as a 

I C'Tpar'1}yOc. 
C. Ion 530A5-7. (When Socrates learns that Ion has come to Athens 

from the Asklepieia at Epidauros, he asks:) Mwv Kat pa¢J(pSwv aywva 
r£O€ac£v r{jJ Oe{jJ oZ'EmSavpw£; JQN. IIavv ye, Kat rfjc a'\'\'1}c ye fLOVCLKfjC. 

Keil interpreted Socrates' apparent surprise at the discovery that 
rhapsodic contests were held in Epidauros to mean that such contests 
had been inaugurated shortly before the dramatic date of Ion. 27 In this 
innovation he saw an "Erweiterung des Festes" of Asklepios and 
suggested that such an enlargement might reasonably coincide with 
the completion of the new fourth-century Asklepieion in Epidauros. 
Keil expanded upon earlier arguments for setting the dramatic date 
of Ion in 394, and then dated the building of the temple 399-394. 

From building records it has been determined that the temple was 

116 D. Stockton, Histona 8 (1959) 74-79, has argued for Foucart's identification, i.e. Hera
kleides of Byzantion, and presented a strong case against Kohler's arguments. For a good 
summary of opinion on both sides of the question, see J. PeCirka, The Formula for the Grant of 
enktesis in Attic Inscriptions (ActaCarol 14, Prague 1966) 22-25, PI. l. PeCirka thinks "we 
cannot identify Herakleides with any certainty" (25). In addition to the literature he cites, 
see also R. Meiggs and D. Lewis, A Selection of Greek Historical Inscriptions (Oxford 1969) 
no.70. Further discussion infra, Sec. m. 

18 Kohler (76) restores the missing two lines of the lost inscription as follows: [ ... T6 8~ 
¥n1tPLcp.a T68E" KJI[al T6 1TpOTE"POV 'YE"Vop.E"VOV 'HpaK)'E"l8rJJ. Further comment infra nn.48, 49. 

27 B. Keil, "Die Rechnungen tiber den epidaurischen Tholosbau," AthMitt 20 (1895) 
75-79. 
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constructed over a period of four years and eight months ;28 by 394 it 
could be completed just in time to coincide With Ion's rhapsodic 
contest. Since Keil was basically concerned to date the Asklepieion 
and used an accepted dramatic date of the Ion for that purpose, his 
interpretation of Ion 530A5-7 depends upon the prior assumption of 
its dramatic date as 394, not to mention other assumptions. As an 
independent argument for dating the Ion, this would be a glaring 
petitio principii. 

But more recently, M. S. Ruiperez, acknowledging that Keil's 
argument reverted to its initial assumption, claimed to follow H el 
camino inverso" to a similar conclusion.29 He begins by assuming 
with Keil that Socrates' expression of surprise proves that ILOVCLKOL 

aywJI£c were introduced shortly before the dramatic date of Ion, and 
that such an introduction indicates a reorganization of the Megala 
Asklepieia, which in turn coincides with the completion of the temple 
at Epidauros. Ruiperez then quotes M. Nilsson, who dated the con
struction of the temple at Epidauros "in der allerersten Jahren des 
Jahrhunderts,"30 and on this formidable authority, Ruiperez sub
tracts four and one-half years from 399 to derive an independent 
textual witness for the dating of Ion between 394 and 391. 

But upon closer examination, it seems likely that Ruiperez has 
begged precisely the same question as Keil. Nilsson gives neither 
argument nor evidence to support his dating of the Asklepieion in the 
first few years of the fourth century-as Keil had done.31 Recent 
scholars have almost unanimously argued for a date considerably 
later than 399-395.32 In any case, I can see no reason for accepting any 
of the other assumptions upon which Keil and Ruiperez based their 

28 IG Iva 1.102. For full details of inscriptions and other matters related to the building 
of the Askiepieion, see A. Burford, The Greek Temple Builders at Epidauros (Liverpool 1969) 
passim; App. 1207-21, on the inscriptions. 

28 M. S. Ruiperez, "Sobre la cronologia del Ion de Platon," Aegyptus 33 (1953) 241-46. 
30 Ruiperez, ibid. 244-45. See M. P. Nilsson, Geschichte der griechischen Religion IS (Munich 

1967) 807-08. 
31 Nilsson, ibid. 807 n.7, laments the lack of a good full-scale treatment of the temple 

since the already outdated work of Kavvadias (1900) and continues: "Die sehr zersplitterte 
archaologische Literatur kann hier nicht einzeln zitiert werden. Die Baurechnungen fUr 
den Tempel und flir den Tholos in IG. IV: 12, 102ff." 

32 The present consensus seems to favor a date between 380 and 370; e.g. Burford, op.cit. 
(supra n.28) 54 and passim; P. Bernard, "Note epidaurienne: la datation du temple 
d'Asclepios et l'Ion de Platon," BCH 85 (1961) 402 n.l; K. Schefold, Gnomon 25 (1953) 312. 
Additional references in Flashar 99 n.2. 
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theory. Since Paul Bernard has recently disposed of them effectively,33 
it is unnecessary for me to argue here that Socrates' surprise does not 
indicate an inauguration of rhapsodic contests at Epidauros, but only 
that Socrates is ironically puffing up the poor rhapsode for the 
deflating contest to come. Nothing in the passage suggests either a 
reorganization of games or a connection with temple building. 

Omitting C, then, we are left with two internal clues for the 
dramatic dating of Ion: A= a time when Ephesos was "ruled by" 
Athens, i.e. either AI= before 412, or A2= 394-391; and B= a time 
when Herakleides of Klazomenae could have been elected an Athe
nian general, possibly shortly after 403. While Al and B are both 
compatible with Socrates' lifetime (d. 399), they are not compatible 
with each other. Hence it has been argued that plato wanted to 
indicate a dramatic date between 394-391 when it would be simul
taneously true that Ephesos was ruled by Athens and that Herakleides 
had served as C7PfXT7}y6c .34 The fact that Socrates participates in a 
dialogue set at least five years after his death is no obstacle; we are 
reminded that other anachronisms occur in the dialogues.3s 

From this dramatic dating Bergk and after him others drew a 
further conclusion about the Ion's date of composition.36 Noting that 
the persons alluded to (in B supra) are not lastingly notorious, Flashar 
says: "Freilich ist 394 nur terminus post quem fur die tatsachliche 
Abfassungszeit des Dialoges; aber da die historischen Anspielungen 
von grossenteils ephemerem Charakter nur sinnvoll wirken, wenn 
sie aktuell sind, wird man annehmen mussen, dass platon den Dialog 
Ion auch urn das Jahr 394 geschrieben hat."37 

aa Bernard, ibid. 400-02. Keil's argument had already been dismissed by Wilamowitz, 
Platen II 32, 37, and doubted by both Meridier (28 n.l) and Flashar 99. It is, of course, 
possible that Socrates' question was inspired by some later event that brought it to Plato's 
mind; but that would not affect the dialogue's dramatic date. 

34 See e.g. Keil, op.cit. (supra n.27) 75-76, Meridier 23-24, Flashar 96-98, Ruiperez, op.cit. 
(supra n.29) 242-43. On citizenship as a requirement for strategia, see Sec. ill infra. 

31 Meridier (24 n.7) says simply: "Notons l'anachronisme: Socrate est mort en 399." 
Flashar (100 and n.6) claims that the anachronism "filr Platon nicht ungewohnlich ist," and 
refers us to the treatment of this subject in Ueberweg-Praechter, Grundriss der Geschichte 
der Philosophie 112 (Berlin 1926) 201--03. But this is no ordinary anachronism; see my dis
cussion infra, Sec. ill. 

36 Th. Bergk, Griechische Literaturgeschichte IV (Berlin 1887) 454-55; Keil, op.cit. (supra 
n.27) 75-78; Flashar 100-01; cf. Diller 172. 

37 Ibid. Flashar quotes with approval (101 n.l) part of Bergk's pronouncement (ibid. 454): 
"Diese Dialog ist unzweifelhaft in demselben Jahre geschrieben und veroffentlicht, in 
welchem er gehalten sein soIl, 01. 97.3 [=390], unmittelbar nach der ersten Publikation 
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III 
I propose to demonstrate that these arguments are invalid, that 

they are based upon assumptions and inferences which will not stand 
up to scrutiny. I shall begin by arguing that passage A (541c3-5) 
cannot refer to the years 394-391, and that it must refer to a period 
during the Peloponnesian War before the Ionian revolt of 412. Ion's 
language is unambiguous: ~ fL~v yap ~fL€TEpa ..• 7T6A.tc apX€Tat V7T() 

vfLwv Kat CTpaTTJy€iTat states clearly that Ephesos is ruled by Athens 
(in foreign affairs) and her military forces are commanded by Athe
nian officers. The phrase seems designed to suggest the Athenian apx~ 
of the fifth century. His further point-?j o~ VfL€TEpa Kat T] AaK€OatfLo

vtwv OUK av fL€ €A.OtTO CTpaTTJy6v-indicates a time when the cities of the 
Greek world were polarized either in the Athenian or the Spartan 
camp. No mention is made of Thebes, Syracuse, the Thracians, or 
even the Persians, any of whom might have used the services of a 
good general in the early fourth century.38 If a defensive maritime 
alliance friendly to Athens actually existed during the years 394-391, 
it is still much too strong to say on that basis that Ephesos was "ruled 
by" Athens.39 Nor does the exclusive mention of Athens and Sparta 
as self-sufficient militarily suggest a period notable for the emergence 
of other states and for the growing prominence of mercenary soldiers. 
Both phrases, individually and in tandem, make sense only during the 
Peloponnesian War; neither fits the known circumstances of 394-391. 

der Bucher vom Staate." More on the ephemeral character of these references infra, 
Sec. v. 

38 Xenophon and his Anabasis colleagues are the most obvious examples of mercenary 
generals who did serve various states including Sparta during these years. For other 
examples see H. W. Parke, Greek Mercenary Soldiers (Oxford 1933) 20-72 passim. As Parke 
makes clear, mercenary soldiers and their C'Tpa7'7}yot were emerging as a prominent force 
during the first decade of the fourth century. The Spartan employment of mercenaries in 
the 390s (see Parke 37-48) would also invalidate Ion's further point about Athenian and 
Lacedaemonian self-sufficiency: ao-ro, yap oZ€c(}€ [Kavo, €tva£ (541c6). 

39 Certainly Judeich's interpretation of 394-391, to which Keil and others refer, would 
not permit Ion's description; see n.22 supra. Bergk, loc.cit. (supra n.36), very much over
stated the case: "Ephesos, die Vaterstadt des Ion, war damals [394-387] wieder den Athe
nern unterthan." Keil, op.cit. (supra n.27) 77 n.1, in spite ofhis similar conclusions, criticized 
this statement as an example of Bergk's "sachlichen Fehler." K. Praechter, op.cit. (supra 
n.35), expressed some reservations about the connection of aPX€7·a£ i!7TO up-wv with the 
'alliance' of 394-391: "obwohl dieser Anschluss nicht ohne eine gewisse Ubertreibung als 
apx€c(}a£ bezeichnet werden kann." 
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A further, albeit superfluous, objection to the received view is the 
very uncertainty of the 'Maritime Alliance' of 394-391. The sole 
evidence for its existence is the series of EYN coins issued by Ephesos, 
Rhodes, Samos, Knidos, Iasos, Byzantion, K yzikos, Lampsakos and 
(possibly) Thebes. The nature of the alliance is unknown, its date is 
conjectural. The obverse device of infant Herakles strangling snakes 
is a traditional Theban one and may well mean that the alliance was 
oriented more to Thebes than to Athens.40 In a recent controversy on 
this issue J. M. Cook has suggested that the coins represent a pro
Spartan alliance dating from 391.41 Without judging the merits of the 
various possibilities, we may note that there is no evidence whatever 
to indicate that Ephesos was "ruled by" Athens in 394-391 or indeed 
that it had any formal ties with Athens at all. But on any interpreta
tion of the EYN coins, Ion's statements would still describe most 
ineptly a defensive alliance of sovereign cities in 394. We should 
require far more than this before assuming that Plato meant to set 
his dialogue five years after Socrates' death. 

From the explicit character of Ion's historical references, we might 
agree that plato intended in these lines to indicate a chronological 
setting for the conversation between Ion and Socrates. But for the 
reasons given, that indication could only be Hat a time during the war 
between Athens and Sparta, before the Ionian revolt. "42 

The reference in passage B (541c7-n4) to three foreigners employed 
as generals by the Athenians is a slightly different kind of allusion 
from the preceding one. For that describes a state of affairs (the 
Athenian empire) which is supposed to exist at the time of the 
conversation. Within general limits such a state could no doubt be 

60 See e.g. C. Seltman, Greek Coins I (London 1955) 157: "Our literary authorities are one 
and all silent about this confederacy, the existence of which is known to us from the coins 
alone; but the coins record eight states ... who marked their temporary union against 
Sparta by the issue of currency with a pro-Theban obverse type." For photographs, see 
Seltman, PI. xxxii 4-12. Recent discussion is well summarized by J. P. Barron, The Silver 
Coins of Samos (London 1966) 117-18 (see also pp.l05, 113), who refers particularly to 

G. L. Cawkwell, "A Note on the Herakles Coinage Alliance," NC 16 (1956) 69-75. 
U J. M. Cook, "Cnidian Peraea and Spartan Coins," ]HS 81 (1961) 66-72. Cf Cawkwell's 

reply, "The EYN Coins Again," ]HS 83 (1963) 152-54. Cawkwell's theory of a Persian spon
sored anti-Spartan alliance seems to me the most plausible interpretation, but on any view 
there seems no justification for supposing an apxT1 'TWV 'A81lvalwv. 

U In the very explicitness of these references we may discern a part of the restrictive 
design which marks the whole dialogue and gives a clue to its purpose. I have discussed 
these matters briefly in my "Limitation and Design in Plato's Ion," Pacific Coast Philology 8 
(1973) 45-51, and I plan a more thorough study of the dialogue. 
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dated roughly by the average reader of a Platonic dialogue even after 
the passage of many years. The definition might take approximately 
the form I have suggested. The latter reference differs in two ways: 
(a) it is relative to the state described above in that it alludes to events 
that either have happened or are happening within the span already 
defined; (b) it refers to individuals of no great prominence, whose 
curricula vitae might well be blurred by the passage of not many 
years. If, to make his point, Plato chose an example in B that was 
inapplicable to the period defined by A, it would not be surprising so 
long as the example was distant enough to seem applicable. But in any 
case an illustrative example, even if it prove anachronistic, ought 
not to be considered a reliable witness to the date of a fictitious 
conversation set in the past. 

The problem in passage B, then, is not to determine the supposed 
dramatic date of the Ion-that is defined by passage A-but rather to 
determine whether the reference to Herakleides is anachronistic, and 
if so, how glaring an anachronism it would be. In the present state of 
our knowledge, a decisive answer to this question seems unlikely, but 
I offer the following three hypotheses: 

1. Herakleides may have been granted Athenian citizenship 
shortly after 403, as Kohler guessed.43 In that case he could have been 
elected crpaTTfYI)c within Socrates' lifetime, particularly if his citizen
ship grant resulted from military services rendered in behalf of the 
democracy. The reference would then be mildly anachronistic 
relative to the period defined by A, but would not make of the dia
logue a posthumous farce. This was essentially the view of Raeder and 
Wilamowitz; and muddled chronological details in Protagoras and 
Gorgias provide ample parallel. As evidence in support of this thesis 
we have the information from Athenaion Politeia 41.3 that Herakleides 
was a citizen before 393, and from various sources that citizenship was 
granted to a number of metics after the return of the democratic 
exiles in 403.44 But we do not know whether Herakleides was a mem
ber of the group so honored. 

2. Herakleides may have been granted citizenship at some time 

U See supra n.24. 
« See A. Diller, Race Mixture among the Greeks (fllStud 20.1-2, Urbana 1937) 110. For a fuller 

discussion of the literary and epigraphic evidence and the date see A. E. Raubitschek, 
"The Heroes ofPhyle," Hesperia 10 (1941) 284-86. Epigraphic evidence: IG II' 10=SIG3 120; 
if. M. N. Tod, Greek Historical Inscriptions IT (Oxford 1948) no.loo. 
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during the Peloponnesian War in return for services rendered and/or 
anticipated. He could then have served as C'Tpu7"7]y6c equally well 
before as after the Ionian revolt. The optimum, but by no means only 
possible time for such a grant would be shortly after 415 when the 
Sicilian expedition had severely drained Athens' military manpower, 
a period well suited to the supposed dramatic date of the Ion. In 
addition to ancient evidence proving that the Athenians granted 
citizenship to individuals during the war:"5 it is generally assumed 
that the Phanosthenes mentioned in this Ion passage is a documented 
example of this practice.46 If Herakleides of Klazomenae is in fact the 
man honored in IG ll2 8 and if he was honored so handsomely for 
services rendered in 424/3, he would be a prime candidate for a citizen
ship grant whenever he chose to emigrate to Athens and take ad
vantage of his new privileges, including the right to own property at 
Athens without taxation. 

Against the basic assumption of an earlier citizenship grant, we 
have only Kohler's hypothesis that the lost inscription above IG ll2 8 
also contained a decree honoring Herakleides of Klazomenae, and 
that it was a decree granting citizenship for services rendered to the 
democratic exiles, therefore datable shortly after 403. But Kohler's 
hypothesis is far from certain. A number of scholars recently have 
questioned the identification of Herakleides of Klazomenae as the 
man named in the partially preserved inscription.47 Even less certain 
is the subject of the lost decree.4s The name 'Herakleides' does not 

U On naturalization in Athens, see A. Diller, ibid. 100-14; Busolt-Swoboda, Griechische 
Staatsbnde3 (Munich 1926) 945-48; A. Billheimer, Naturali{ation in Athenian Law and 
Practice (Diss. Princeton 1922). For the war period, the principal evidence is Andoc. 1.149, 
2.23; Isoc. 8.88-89; IG 11 110+ (Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 85). On Andoc. 1.149 see MacDowell's 
note, Andokides: On the Mysteries (Oxford 1962) 165, and on Isoc. see Diller, ibid. Ill. 

" See e.g. G. Busolt, Griechische Geschichte m.2 (Gotha 1904) 1581 n.l ; K. J. Beloch, Griechische 
Geschichtel 11.2 (repr. Berlin 1931) 251 n.l; A. E. Raubitschek, RE 19 (1938) 1786; A. Diller, 
op.cit. (supra n.44) 114 n.60. But see nn.51, 53, 54 infra. Busolt seems to think that Hera
kleides was granted citizenship for services rendered, as was Phanosthenes . 

• 7 See n.25 supra. Doubts have been voiced recently by Gomme, Stockton, Mattingly an'd 
Pecirka as against Wade-Gery and Andrewes-references in Pecirka, loc.cit. (supra n.25). 
A. E. Raubitschek, GRBS 5 (1964) 156, dates the treaty mentioned in IG fll 8 to 415. The 
strongest argument in favor of Kohler's identification is that the ethnic KAa.'o",€v,ov fits the 
lacuna in line 6, while Bv~aVT'ov (alone) falls short by two spaces. A third Herakleides, 
ethnic unknown, is also a possibility. 

'8 Pecirka, op.cit. (supra n.25) 152, dates the decree "Ca. 424/3? 39O? 387/6 ?," and says 
(24): "The parts of the inscription which have been preserved give us nothing to go on as to 
how the two decrees were connected. We do not know whether the second decree con
tinued, and if so in what way. If both decrees referred to the same person (Kohler), it does 
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occur in the scant remains of the upper inscription, though Kohler 
wrote two lines which <restored' it. There is nothing to support 
Flashar's quoting of Kohler's restored introductory lines without 
brackets and with the claim that they are preserved on the stone.49 

In summary, there is no direct evidence to indicate when Hera
kleides became an Athenian citizen. But since there is ample evidence 
for grants of citizenship for foreigners during the war, and since 
Plato tells us in this passage of Ion that Herakleides had served as a 
C'TpaTT]Yoc, the only reasonable conclusion seems to be that he had 
served in that capacity before the dramatic date of Ion, i.e. at some 
time before 412. In the absence of contradictory evidence I can see no 
reason why Plato's straightforward statement should not be con
sidered a valid witness. It is unlikely that it would ever have been 
doubted if Bergk had not first drawn from passage A his unjustified 
conclusions about the posthumous dramatic date of the dialogue. 

3. Herakleides may have been appointed to one or more limited 
military commands extra ordinem, though he was not at the time an 
Athenian citizen. If this could have happened at all, it could have 
happened equally well before as after the Ionian revolt. In this case, 
of course, we should have to assume that Plato was using the word 
cTpa77]yta in a broad sense to include various specialized or emergency 
military commissions. Against such a view is the widespread assump
tion that within this period CTpa77]yot in any sense are duly elected 
members of the board of ten generals, and a fortiori Athenian citi
zens.50 But in his discussion of Menandros and Euthydemos at Thuc. 
7.16.1, K. J. Dover has recently exposed this assumption to question: 
"The appointment of Menandros and Euthydemos cannot have been 
made at an ordinary election ... but this creates no real difficulty. 
The Athenians could give temporary and local military commands 
to anybody; Kleon's appointment to command at Pylos in 425 
(iv. 28ff) did not mean that Nikias or any other of the ten generals 
resigned his office ... or that the board of generals in 425/4 was 

not follow from this who that person was or was not." We might add that it does not follow 
that the earlier decree recorded a citizenship grant or that we can guess to what year it 
referred. For the known types of multiple inscriptions on a single stone see W. Larfeld, 
Griechische Epigraphik3 (Munich 1914) 108, 122-26. 

'9 For Kohler's restoration see n.26 supra; cf. Flashar 97: "Der allein erhaltene Schluss 
dieser Inschrift besagt. dass 'der Schreiber auch den frtiher tiber Herakleides gefassten 
Beschluss aufschreiben soIl' (Kal Td 1Tp6T£POV ••• )." 

60 See W. Schwahn, "Strategos," RE 6A (1935) 1080.60-1081.4, and references in n.46 supra. 
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regarded as having eleven members ... Apollodoros of Kyzikos, 
Phanosthenes of Andros, and Herakleides of Klazomenai, mentioned 
in PI. Ion 541c-D as examples of foreigners appointed to command 
Athenians, were no doubt C'TparTJyol in the generic, not the specific, 
sense."51 

In support of this view we may adduce two other pieces of possible 
evidence: (a) A decree (IG 12 106) honors three exiles living in Athens 
who were sent with a trireme to assist and advise the Athenian 
generals operating in the Hellespont ca 409/8, presumably because 
they had lived in that area and could provide expert advice.52 (b) 
Phanosthenes of Andros was sent out with four triremes in an emer
gency to replace Konon at Andros in 408/7 (Xen. Hell. 1.5.18), but he is 
not named among the ten newly elected C'TpaT"I}yol for that year 
(Xen. Hell. 1.5.16-17).53 If these are examples of extraordinary CTpa
rTJylat, they would also indicate at least one sphere to which such 
commissions might be confined: the men involved are dispatched on 
a temporary or subordinate mission with a small force to operate in 
their former home area where their special knowledge and/or 
influence would be most useful. Other possible commissions might 
include subordinate commands over detachments of exiles, mer
cenaries or metics ;54 in the case of proven ability, in time of need less 
limited commissions might be possible. But in the absence of more 
specific evidence this can only be a matter for speculation. I merely 
suggest that Ion 541c-D may well be, as Dover has taken it to be, yet 
another possible piece of evidence for extraordinary military com
mands. If, in fact, Socrates was referring to previously naturalized 

Ai K. J. Dover, op.cit. (supra n.21) 391-92. 
51 For restoration and discussion of IG II 106 see A. Wilhelm,lOAl 21-22 (1922-1924) 

152-56. On the dating see A. Andrewes, "The Generals in the Hellespont," lHS 73 (1953) 8. 
The men's names are Polykles, Peiraieus and Aristoboulos; their home city is unknown, 
but as Wilhelm points out (154), it must have been a city in the area of the Hellespont. 

fi3 E. Meyer, Geschichte des Altertums IV.2 (ed. 4 rev., Basel 1956) 337-38 with notes, in a 
very ambiguous comment says that Phanosthenes was probably not a regular crparrrroc, 
though he later became one. See also T. Sauciuc, Andros (SonderschrOAI 8, Wien 1914) 68-69, 
and Meyer, loc.cit. (supra n.23). Cf. nn.46, 50 supra. 

54. The evidence for military and naval service by metics is assembled and discussed by 
M. Clerc, Les meteques atheniens (Paris 1893) 38-75. Clerc argues that for metics the highest 
positions were "Ies officiers inferieurs ... m~me les AoXayol, qui etaient nommes non a 
l'election, mais par les strateges" (56). But evidence is extremely sparse and somewhat 
ambiguous; nor would Clerc's view be inconsistent with extraordinary individual com
missions at a more responsible level, provided these were also appointive rather than 
elective. 
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Athenian citizens who were elected as regular crpaTTJYo{, they would 
provide a poor example for emulation by the non-citizen Ion,55 
unless we are to suppose that Ion's demonstration of talent would 
soon lead to a grant of citizenship. 

In short, only one of these three possibilities would necessarily 
make the references to Herakleides anachronistic. And even though 
in that case the anachronism would be slight, there is no evidence to 
support its existence at all. For that reason and for others given, the 
first hypothesis seems to me the weakest. The second and third 
hypotheses seem about equally viable. None of the three would 
support a posthumous dramatic date for the dialogue. 

The strangest feature of the traditional theory about a posthumous 
date for the dialogue is that it necessitates ignoring the only absolute 
chronological clue in the Ion-i.e. that Socrates, evidently alive and 
well in Athens, is the principal speaker of the dialogue. That this fact 
should have been accounted less significant than the reconciliation of 
a minor historical allusion with an illustrative example seems puzzling 
in the extreme. 

It is true enough that Plato sometimes intermingled allusions to 
persons and events that do not fall within the same time span; 
Protagoras and Gorgias provide examples of such 'anachronistic' 
allusions, but all fall within Socrates' lifetime.56 It is also possible that 
in some dialogues plato alluded to events that occurred after Socrates' 
death;57 the only certain instance of this, however, is Menexenus 245, 
where Socrates summarizes Athenian history down to the King's 

65 For what it is worth, Herodicus (Athen. 506A), apparently taking the passage to mean 
that the c'Tparrryol were being described as non-citizens, accused Plato of maligning them
presumably by false representation. The language of 541c-D is ambiguous (perhaps pur
posely so): on Apollodorus, the words 'A6'1/va£o, ... .!atn'wv c'Tpa'T'TJyov fjp'l/V'Tcn suggest 
election as one of the ten C'Tpa'T'TJYo{ commanding Athenians. In the other two examples 
Socrates substitutes ~£!v+ ,de for alp€'ic6a" no>"" for 'A6'1/va'io, and e'Tpa'T'TJylae for the title 
.!atn'wv c'Tpa'T'TJyoc. The word order and the addition of a qualifying phrase (lvo",gapivovc 
K'TA.) seems also to stress that the latter two were "brought in for nlilitary commands and 
other duties although they were foreigners, since they had shown themselves worthy." But 
in the next line Socrates again uses the verb alp€'ic6a, and c'Tpa'T'TJyoc with the qualifying 
formula when he applies these examples to Ion. It is conceivable that Apollodorus repre
sents an ultimate status of reward for ability to which the rhapsode might aspire, while 
Phanosthenes and Herakleides represent an intermediate stage. The passage is printed 
supra, Sec. n. 

56 These were also pointed out by Herodicus (Athen. 217D f). The temporal inconsis
tencies of Grg. are summarized by E. R. Dodds, Plato: Gorgias (Oxford 1959) 17-18, those of 
Prt. by J. and A. Adam, Platonis Protagoras (Cambridge 1893) xxxvi-xxxvii. 

6? For a full list of suspected allusions to events after 399, see Ueberweg-Praechter, 
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Peace. But even this does not mean that we are expected to 'date' his 
speech to that year, it seems rather that we are meant to sense a vital 
discrepancy between a setting during Socrates' lifetime and his 
startling mention of future events. The Ion according to the common 
theory would be the only dialogue purposely dated to a time after 
Socrates' death, and yet no advocate of the theory, as far as I know, has 
attempted to explain why. 

IV 
The imagined date of the conversation between Socrates and Ion is 

limited in the broadest sense by Socrates' death in 399. It may be that 
Plato meant it to be restricted to the time before the Ionian revolt. 
But it is also possible that the latter restriction enters only as an 
accidental result of the point Plato was making at Ion 541c-D. For the 
date of the conversation seems of no consequence in itself, while 
allusions to contemporary persons and events may be vitally signifi
cant within the context of the dialogue. Allusions are introduced like 
similes and various kinds of specific examples to render a general 
argument more vivid, to illustrate an important point, to document a 
theory, etc. Hence they can provide an important index to Plato's 
intentions, and it is in this light that we should view the historical 
allusions in Ion. 

Ion 541c-D emphatically concludes a passage that begins at 541A. 
Several immediate observations will confirm that Plato attached 
some importance to the point he was making here: (1) It forms the 
final argument of the dialogue, followed only by a brief ironic 
epilogue. (2) It is the concluding and climactic point in the analysis of 
-lJ pallJ(p8'K~ T€XV'Y} , which occupies the last half of the Ion (536D8-541B). 
(3) It serves as a decisive ad hominem touchstone for Ion's theoretical 
pretensions. (4) It is, by the standards of this dialogue, an exceptionally 
long, deliberate and detailed argument rendered vivid by precise 
references to Ion himself, his city and three named individuals. 
(5) In thought and expression it closely parallels an important passage 

op.dt. (supra n.35) 201-03. Besides Ion and Menex. these include Meno 90A and Resp. 336A, 
where Ismenias of Thebes is mentioned, and Symp. 193A, where Aristophanes alludes to a 
dioikismos of Arkadians. But little is known about Ismenias, and recent critics doubt that 
anachronism; see R. Bluck, Plato's Meno (Cambridge 1961) 345f, J. Morrison, CQ 36 (1942) 
57f. K. Dover has argued for anachronism in the Symp. passage, Phronesis 10 (1965) 2-20, but 
an alternative still seems possible: see Wilamowitz, Platon II 176-78, and H. B. Mattingly, 
Phronesis 3 (1958) 31-39. On Menex. see esp. C. Kahn, CP 58 (1963) 220-34. 
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on poetic mimesis in Republic 10 (esp. Ion 541B7-8: Resp. 600DS-6).58 

We cannot doubt that plato chose these allusions because he wanted 
forcefully to underline a distinction between Ion the rhapsode of 
Ephesos, who had not been able to show himself &gLOC ;\6yov, and 
three other men from similar states who had. When related to the 
rest of the dialogue a distinction so elaborated and so emphatically 
placed may give a vital clue to Plato's enigmatic purpose in the 
Ion.59 

v 
Since Ephesos was not ruled by Athens in 394-391, it is not possible 

to date the composition of Ion by finding in it references to that span 
which are Caktuell'. This was never a good argument in any case; the 
references to Ephesos and the generals are self-contained and fully 
self-explanatory whether or not the reader has ever heard of them 
before.60 What then can we say about the Ion's date of composition? 

Nothing in the dialogue indicates an absolute date. And to deter
mine a relative date would require another essay. Here I wish only to 

suggest: (1) that the traditional arguments used to date the Ion 
dramatically after its protagonist's death are invalid; (2) that the 
contemporary allusions in Ion are more valuable clues to the purpose 
than to the date of the dialogue; (3) that the Ion was not necessarily 
the first or among the first of Plato's works and should not be judged 
spurious because its mature thought conflicts with an assumed date. 
In order to assess its authenticity and its relative position within the 
Platonic corpus, we must forget the traditional date of the Ion and 
consider carefully its affinities with other dialogues in form, method 
and content.61 
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is As H. Diller, op.cit. (supra n.8), has pointed out, Socrates uses against Ion the same 

argument he uses against the <rhapsodes' Homer and Hesiod in Resp. 100viz:., if they were 
really able to make a useful contribution to society, the Greeks "would not allow them to 
run around rhapsodizing." 

69 See n.42 supra. 
10 See n.37 supra. Arguments about the ephemeral Significance of persons and events are 

based in any case upon our ignorance of detailed information from the period. We cannot 
judge how long such references might be pertinent, nor what contemporary events might 
have recalled earlier ones to mind. 

II I am most grateful for detailed criticisms of this essay by W. M. Calder m and A. E. 
Raubitschek; each has saved me from some errors and suggested improvements from 
which I have profited. For any errors or distortions which remain, only I am responsible. 


